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Recently Professor Keizo Asano has shown to the author that P.components of 

normal ideals in rings can be characterized as follows: 

Let G be a Brandt's groupoid of normal ideals in a ring R with a unit element, 

P a set of prime·spots, and Op the P·component of a in G. Then the mapping !pp: 

a-+~pp(a) =Op gives a homomorphism form G into the multiplicative semigroup @3 

consisting of all submodules of R, and it satisfies lflp(a) ;;2ët. Conversely, let !fi be 

a mapping from G into @3 which satisfies ~p(a) ;;2a and ~p(ali) =~p(a)~p(li) (ali: proper 

multiplication). Then !fi coïncides with sorne q>p. Hence the set (/)of all !fi satisfy. 

ing ~p(a) ;;2a and ~p(ali) =~p(a)~p(li) forms an atomic Boolean algebra under ~pS::,-.fr, 

where ~pS::,-.fr means ~p(a) r;;;; -.fr(a) for all a in G. 

In the present paper we shall generalize the above facts for the case of 

semigrou ps. 

1. Let o be an order of a (noncommutative) semigroup S with an identity 1. 

A subset a of S is called a left S· 0 -ideal if (1) ··ar;;;; a, (2) a contains a regular ele

menFl and (3) aÀr;;;;o for a suitable regular element À in S. Right s·01·ideals are 

defined in a similar fashion, where s' denotes an order of S. If a is a left s-·-ideal 

and a right s-·'-ideal, then a is called an s-·-/-ideal. An s-~-:-ideal is called an s-:
ideal. 

Let U, ·~\ · .. } be a system of orders which are equivalentzl to a fixed order o of 

S. Then any two orders in the system are equivalent to each other. The product 

aikfiJl of an s-Y-o"-ideal a and an s-ol-oL-ideal u is ca !led proper if k = j. If r), •,", · · · 

are maximal orders, then the set G of all v-ide 1ls,3l defined on this system of the 

orders, forms the Brandt's groupoid with respect to a•li=(ali)*, where ali is proper. 

W e shall now impose that 

1. oi, o\ ··· are maximal orders of S. 

2. A fixed order oi is regular' l. 

1) An element of S is called regular if it satisfies both right and left cancelation laws. 
2) Two subsets M, N of S are called equivalent if there exist regular elements À, fo, À', #' 

in S such that ÀMfor;;;;N and À'N!b'"-M. Two orders are called equivalent if they are 
equivalent as subsets of S. See [1]. [2] and [3]. 

3) An s-ideal a is called a v-ideal if a*=a· 1- 1 =a. See [3]. 
4) An order o of S is called regular when, for any x in S, there exist two regular elements 

a and f3 in o such that xcaÇo and {3oxr;;;;o. See [1], [2] and [3]. 
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3. Ascending chain condition (A. C. C.) holds for integral two-sided v-ci-ideals 

for a fixed order oi. 

Then it may be seen that every order o~ in the system is regular, and the 

A. C. C. holds for integral two-sided v-ok-ideals. Moreover it is verified that the 

A. C. C. holds for v-oi-ok-ideals which are contained in any fixed s-oi-ok-ideal. Using 

this fact we can prove that there exist, for any s-oi-ok-ideal a, a finite number of 

elements C1, • · ·, Cn in a su ch that a* is generated by C1, • • ·, Cn. That is, a*= [cr, · · ·, 

c,.] =(U~~Ioicvok)*. 

A subset A of S is called an oLok·set if oiAokçA and A contains a regular 

element of S. For any oi-ok·set A we define a closure operation as the set-theoretical 
sum of ali v-oi-ok·ideals generated by a fini te number of elements in A, i.e. 

)ÏCikl= U (oiaioku ... uo;a"ok)*. 
avE A 

LEMMA 1. If an oi·o"-set A is an ol-ol·set, then .f!Cikl=ACJll. 

Proof. Let x be any element in .ïfCJll. Then there exists an v-oJ-ol·ideal c 

=[cr, ···, Cm], Cvf A, which con tains x. Since a=oi(oJciolu ··· UoJcmol)okÇoiAok=A, 

and a*=[ar, ···,a"], avEaÇA, we obtain xECÇa*çlfCikl, i.e. _Ai:Jllç}lCi~l. Similarly 

XCi"l çA (jl). Therefore we have A (ik) =A un q. e. d. 

Now we define A by A=AU"l=AUll. Then the operation A--+A bas the fol-

lowing properties: 

1) Aç;A, 

2) X=A, 

3) If A, B are oi·o"-sets then Aç;B implies .ïfçB, 

4) If A and B are o1-ok·and ok-ol·sets respectively, then iUJçAB. 

An oi-ok·set A is called closed if A=A. For s-ideals, the closure operation 

coïncides with the *-operation: a=a*. Renee a is a closed ideal if it is a v-ideal. 

LEMMA 2. Let A, B be oi.ok-, oi-ol-sets respective/y, and M a subset of S. If 

AMçB and AÀçB for a regular element À, then AMçB. Particularly, if a, b 

are s-o1-ok-, s-oi-or.ideals respective/y, then aMç{J implies a*Mçb*. 

LEMMA 3. Let a, b be v-oi-ok-, v-oi-or.ideals respective/y, and M a subset of S. 

If aMÇ!J then (c•a)Mçc•lJ for any v-oJ-oi.ideal c. If Particularly axç6 then 

Xfa-1 •0. 

The proofs of the above two lemmas are similarly obtained as in [3, §5]. 

From now on 'ideals' will always mean v-ideals and 'c-ideals' closed ideals, 

respectively. 

Let P=P;; be a prime ideal. The set p of all (prime) ideals which are con

junctive to p is ca lied a prime spot of S. Let P' = pkk be a prime ideal conjunc

tive to P=Pii, then (a1"'-.J1-J)*=o; implies (aikUV')*=ok and conversely. In such a 
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case a=ai"' is called coprime to p. Let P be any set of prime spots in S. Then a 
is called coprime to P when a is coprime to all prime spots in P. 

We now define, analogously to the case of rings5l, the P-component ap=api"' 

of an ideal a=ai"' as the set of all elements x in S such that nx<;;;;a for a suitable 

integral ideal n=nii which is coprime to P. If n=n"'"' is conjunctive to n, then by 

Lemma 2 nx<;;;;a implies xn'<;;;;a and conversely. Renee apis defined symmetrically 

with respect to the left and the right orders of a, and represented as the set

theoretical sum of all n-1 ·a=a•nH with n(n') coprime to P. 

Let P be any set of prime spots in S. Then {o~, oJ',, : .. } forms an another 

system of orders (equivalent to one another) of S. Our main object is the closed 

o~-o;;-ideals. In the following n, n', . . . will denote ideals which are coprime to P. 

LEMMA 4. Let a=ai"' be an ideal. Then ap forms a closed (c-) o~-o~-ideal, and 

Proof. This is similarly obtained as in [3, §5]. 

LEMMA 5. o~, o:, ... form a system of regular orders equivalent to one an-
other. 

Proof. Regularity was proved in [3, §5]. Equivalency is evident by Lemma 4. 

LEMMA 6. If ~X is an s-o},·o~·ideal, then ill is a c-o~-o~·ideal. 

LEMMA 7. Let a and 6 be any two ideals Then 

( (a6)*)p=ap6p. 

The proofs of the above two lemmas are similarly obtained as in [3, §5]. 

LEMMA 8. Let 2f be an s-o},-o~·ideal. Then 

Proof. Suppose that '2~ <;;;;o},. Then o~oP'o~o},<;;;;o~orl2lo~o~<;;;;o~ 1llo~<;;;;o~o~o~=o~~

This implies ~'<;;oJ;o;,-1 = [((o"'oi)*)p]-1 =((o"'o.>)*-1)p6l=((o"'o•)-I)p. Renee ~l <;;;;of, 

implies ~(<;;;;((o"'oi_J-1 )p. The converse is evident. The other part is similarly 

obtained. 

THEOREM 1. Let ~l be an s-o~-o~·ideal contained in oi'. Then 

5) See [1] and [2]. 

6) Let a be any ideal. Then the mapping a~ap gives a groupoid-homomJrphism from G of 
ali v-ideals onto the P-components of ali ideals in G. Renee (a· 1)p=(ap)- 1• 
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Proof. a is evidently s-oï.o~-ideal. Since a<;;;;~l, ~~ contains n-1a for ali n=n11• 

Renee 2î:;;2n-1•a for ali n, bence ~:;;2(a*)p. Suppose that aE2î. Then there exist 

avE~l(J.-=1, ... , n) such that aE[ah ... ,a,.]. Since ~Co~, by Lemma 8 avE (oko1)p1. 

Renee there exists · n=n11 such that na.<;;;;(okoi)-1 (11=1, ... , n). On the other band, 

na.<;;;;o1~=~- We obtain na.<;;;;~n(okoi)- 1 =a, avEn-1•a*(v=1, ... , n). Renee aE[a1, 

... ,a,.]<;;;;n-1•a*<;;;;(a*)p, as desired. 

CoROLLARY. Let IJX be a c-o~·oJ-ideal contained in o~. Then there exists an 

o1-ok-ideal a such that ~=ap. 

REMARK. Let ~ be an s-o~-o~·ideal contained in o~. Then evidently a1=~no1ok 

is an s-o1-ok·ideal and it is proved that m=(af)p. Renee by Theorem 1, we obtain 

Ill =(a*)p=(af)p=(a[)p=(at)p, where a;=~lno1, a}(;=lllno}(;. 

THEOREM 2. The c-oi-·o~·ideals ~' lB, ... form a groupoid cp with respect to 

the product ~·IB=~'B: where Ill is a c-of,-o'J,-ideal and !5 a c-o~·olp-ideal. CP is homo

morphie to C of al! ideals as groupoids: C"':Cp. 

Proof. The mapping a-+ap(aEC) is a homomorphism of C into Cp. If ~ is a 

c-of,-o'J,-ideal contained in of,, then there exists a=a11CEC such that ~=ap. If ~ is 

a c-o~-0~-ideal not contained in of,, then there exists ap(a=aii) su ch that ap• [Cot. 

Renee by the above corollary there exists li=lJ1k in C such that ap•~=lip. Renee 

~=ap1 •lip=(a-1 •li)p, and the proof is complete. 

THEOREM 3. Let a=a'k be an integral ideal in C. Then the following con-

ditions are equivalent. 

1. a is coprime to P. 

2. a(o'o")-1 is coprime to P. 

2'. (o1ok)-1a is coprime to P. 

3. ap=Of,. 

31• ap=O~. 

Proof. 1-+2: a•(o1ok)-1=c is evidently a two-sided o1-ideal contained in a. 

Suppose that ais coprime toP. Then (au~)*=o' for any ~=\) 11 in p (pEP). 

Renee we have (c u1J )*=(a u1.1 • (o1o1C)*) • (o1ok)-1= (au~o1ok)* • (o1o1C)-1 = ((a u~)ok)*• 

(o1d")-1 = ((au~)*oiC)*•(o1o1C)- 1 = (o1o1C)* •(o1o1C)-1=o1• 2 _,. 3: From Cp= o~;;2ap;;2Cp, 

we obtain ûp=O~. 3-+]: If ûp=O~, then ûp'.ll. Hence there exists n=nii such 

that 1 E n-1• a. Renee n ça. Th us n is coprime to P. Similarly we obtain 

1 _,. 21 _,. 3' -+1. 

The groupoid-homomorphism C::;.CP in Theorem 2 is characterized by the fol

lowing 

THEOREM 4. Let C be a groupoid of v-ideals defined on the system {o1, ok, ... } , 

and IJ.Jè the set of al! closed o1-ok·sets7l of S. Then the mapping cpp: a-+cpp(a)=ap 

7) If S is a ring, then Wl coïncides with the set of all ri.ok-modules, each of which contains 
a regular element. See [3, §5]. 
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from G into sm satisfies cpp(a) :::2a and cpp(ali) =cpp(a) •crr(li), a=ai~, 1i=lik1• Con

verse! y, if a mapping cp from G into IJJè satisfies 

1) cp(a):::2a, 

2) cp(ali) =cp(a)cp(li), 

then cp coïncides with some cpp. Hence the set (}) of all cp satisfying 1) and 2) 

forms an atomic Boolean algebra under cp~1/J', where cp~\IF means cp(a) c;;;1f-(a) for 

al! a in G. Moreover, Op coïncides with the set-theoretical sum of al! inverse 

image of cp.,(a). 

Proof. The first part is easy. We now prove the latter part. Since cp(oi) :::20; 

and cp(oi)cp(oi)=cp(oi), cp(oi) forms a closed oi.semigroup8l. Hence there exists a 

set lj..'; of prime oi-ideals such that cp(oi)=oi>/l. We shall now use P(i) to denote 

the set of all prime spots which contain \J=~;; in\)?;. Then P(i)=P(k) for arbitrary 

indices i and k. Because if P(k)çtP(i), then we can take +1' such that \J1fp', 

p 1 fP(k), and po=c-1 •p'•c(c=cki) is not contained in every p in P(i). Hence 

cp(o;)çto~ 0 . This implies Po1 c;;;cp(oi).10l Therefore p'-1 =c•p01 ·c-1 Çcp(c)cp(oi)cp(c-1)ç; 

cp(c•oi·c-1) =cp(ok) =o~k c;;;ojit, i.e. p'-1 c;;;o~'. This is a contradiction. Hence P(k) c;;;p(i). 

Similarly P(i) c;;;P(k). Hence we obtain P=P(i) =P(k), as desired. 

Next we prove that cp(a) =Op. Since o~ = cp(oi) c;;;cp(oi)a·a-1 = ~)aa-1 ç; 

cp(oi)cp(a)a 1=~a)a-rc;;;cp(a)cp(a l)=cp(a·a-1)=cp(oi)=cp(oi), we have o~=cp(a)a-1 and 

Op=o:~a=cpp(a)a-1a=cp(ëi)"(i. On the other band, since cp(a) c;;;cp(a)oicÇcp(a)cp(ok) c;;;cp(a), 

we have cp(a) =cp(a)o". Therefore we obtain cp(a)o=ap=cpp(a). 

Suppose that A is the inverse image of cpp(a). If cf A, then Cp=Op. Hence 

cc;;;ap, U cc;;; op. Conversèly let a be any element in Op. Then there exists c such 
CEL! 

that aEC=n-1 •a. Since Cp=n;;1 •Ur=O~•ap=Or, we have CfA. Hence Op=Uc. This 
CEA 

completes the proof. 

2. We now considera lattice-formulation of P-components of two-sided o-ideals 

in a semigroup. Let L be a lattice-ordered group Cl-group) with the ascending 

chain condition for integral elements,11l and P a set of prime elements of L. A 

P-component of an element of L can be defined as follows: 

DEFINITION. The ideal generated by {ap~r; Pf P} is called a P-component of 

af L. Symbol: cpp(a). 

The object of this paragraph is to prove 

THEOERM 5. Let L be an !-group satisfying the ascending chain condition for 

integral elements. Then the mapping err: a-"cpp(a) gives a homomfJrphism from 

8) See §5 in [3]. 
9) See §5 in [3]. If <p ( oi) = S, then we define <p( ci)= oq,, where cp denotes the vacuous. 

10) See §5 in [3]. 
11) An element x of L is called integral if x is contained in an identity of L. By the 

ascending chain condition for integral elements, L forms a commutative group. 
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L into the l-semigroup12l ;J· consisting of al! ideals of L, and it satisfies cpp(a)=Ja. 

Conversely, let cp be a mapping from L into :J· which satisfies cp(a) =Ja and cp(ab) 

=cp(a)cp(b). Then cp coïncides with some cpp. Hence the set {[) of al! group-homo

morphisms cp from L into :?! , each of which satisfies cp(a) 'J a for ev er y element a EL, 

forms an atomic Boolean algebra under an inclusion relation ::::;::, where cp::::;:: -.fr 
means cp(x) c:::;-.jr(x) for al! x in L. 

LEMMA. Let ]( =!=/) be an m-ideal13 l of L. Then there exists a suitable set P 

of Prime elements such that ]=cpp(e). 

Proof of Lemma. Since ]dl and ]=!=l, we can take a non-integral element c 

in]. Let c-1 ne=P~···Pr be the factorization into prime elements p;. Then since 

Pi?:_c-1 ne, we have P-;1::::;::cueE]. Hence Pf1 E]. That is to say, P={P; p-1Ej} is 

non-void. We now prove that cpp(e) = ]. Evidently cp1,(e) is contained in ]. Let 

cpp(e)=!=] and take an element aE] such that afcpp(e). Then auefcpp(e). Let 
n 

(aUe)-1=a-1 ne= np; ~e the factorization into prime elements p;. Then aue 
i=l .. 

= ll Pf1• If Pï\ ···, p;1 are contained in <pp(e), then aueEcpp(e) and aEcpp(e), a 
i-1 

contradiction. Hence there exists p-;1 which is not contained in <pp(e). On the 

other band, sin ce p;1::::;::a u e E ], we have Pi1 E]. This is a contradiction. Hence 

]=cpp(e), as desired. 

Proof of Theorem. The first part of the theorem is easily obtained. We now 

prove the later part of the theorem. Evidently cp(e) forms an m-ideal of L. If 

cp(e) =!=I, then by Lemma, cp(e) =cpp(e) for a sui table set P of prime elements of L. 
Sin ce cp(e) =a-1acp(e) ç; a-1cp(a)cp(e) =a-1<p(a) Çcp(a-1)cp(a) =cp(a-1a) =<p(e), we have 

a-1<p(a)=cp(e)=<pp(e). Hence cp(a)=a<pp(e)=<pp(a). Conversely, for any set P of 

prime elements, the mappîng <p: a---><pp(a) gives a group-homomorphism satisfying 

<p(a) =Ja. It is easily verified that <pp(e)=<pQ(e) implies P=Q. Hence the mapping 

<p-"P(cp=cpp) is one-to-one between {[)and W. where ~ is the set of ali prime ele

ments of L. If cpp(X) ç; cpQ(X ), then pç; Q. Hence the mapping cp-" P gives a lat

tice-isomorphism between {[) and \]!. {[) forms therefore an atomic Boolean algebra. 

This completes the proof. 

REMARK. By the proof of Theorem 5, we obtain that {[) is lattice-isomorphic 

to the lattice B of all the l-ideals~<l of L, and also to the lattice IJt of all the m

ideals of L. Hence of course ~ is lattice-isomorphic to IJt. In details this isomor

phism is represented as follows: 

12) A multiplication ]• J'of ] and J'in 2 is defined as an ideal generated by {xx'; x f], 
x' f J'}. Then 2 forms an l-semigroup ([ 4]) under this multiplication and set-inclusion 
relation. 

13) An ideal of an !-group is called an m-ideal when it forms a semigroup containing the 
identity e. Then the set I of all integral elements forms an m-ideal, any and m-ideal 
contains I. 

14) Cf. [4] Chapter XIII. 
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N->]=](e, {p-1 ; PEN}), (NEB), 

L->N=]I\]*, (jE'Jè), 

where ]* denotes the dual ideal of ], and 1\ denotes the intersection. 
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